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Bowen is a tropical bouldering paradise and this no frills guide is designed to direct you to the best of the problems. 
There are 71 problems in this guide, which is probably about half as many as have been established. 

The boulders are granite and we can thank the constant sea spray and ocean swell for the highly featured nature of 
the rock. The best rock is normally closest to the ocean. The further away from the water you get, the sharper the 
granite becomes. 

Bowen is a winter bouldering destination, although if you were passing by at any other time of the year you can still 
boulder. April – October is normally ok. May, June, July and August are best. 

Landings can be dangerous as there can be a jumble of rocks underneath some of the boulders. Most landings are ok 
though, although the more pads you have the greater the number of problems you will be able to do. Some 
problems are not safe no matter how many pads you have. 

The bouldering is all in the vicinity of Horseshoe Bay and this should be your initial destination. I have used Google 
Earth images in this guide to allow you to find the areas and boulders. From there I have used photos (video stills) 
where possible to clearly indicate the problems themselves. 

Grades and stars are my best estimate and some may be wrong. I have included the name of the person who was 
first known to climb each problem, although my memory may be wrong and of course the problem could have been 
sent by a visiting backpacker long ago. 

Obviously, bouldering is dangerous and this guide is only that – a guide. Be aware that some information may be 
incorrect and always use your own judgement about what is safe to do. Remember that in bouldering you hit the 
ground every time you fall and even if you do everything perfectly  you can still be hurt or killed.  



 

 

The Areas: 

1- The Welcome Boulders ……………. page 3 
2- Horseshoe Bay …………………………. page 5 
3- The Nude Beach ………………………. page 17 
4- Tidal Boulders at Murray Bay ….. page 20 

 

 

 

  



The Welcome Boulders 

Exactly that… a great welcome to Bowen bouldering. Some nice easy problems and a few other classic lines. 

  

 

1- ** The Warm Up Boulders V0 – V2 – Loads of fun problems… 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

2- ** Slightly Concerned Sophie V6 – Start on crimps and traverse left to join the arête. Up this to massive jug 
and cool mantle. Steve Baskerville 

3- * Blade V4 – Arete from sit start. Nathan 
4- * V4 – Cave from back. Out onto cruxy face. Nathan? 
5- *V4 – Blunt arête from sit. Steve Baskerville 
6- ** V0 – Steep sit start with big holds. 

 

  



Horseshoe Bay 

Contains the best bouldering at Bowen. Fantastic sea side climbing on amazing weathered granite. There is a café at 
Horseshoe bay that is nice. Parking can be difficult on weekends when it is busy. Locals swim most of the year round 
but the author would not recommend swimming during the stinger season. 

A truly stunning location, with possibly the best established bouldering in QLD outside of Harvey’s Marbles. 

 

 

 

  



Sea Side Slopes  

One of the best areas at Bowen, with a high concentration of quality problems. Lots of variations but also some truly 
classic lines. Tide dependent- the wall gets wet at higher tides, especially if there is a significant swell. 

 

 

 

1- *** Welcome to Barbados V2- Don’t blame me for the name. Classic steep wall from the jug. 
2- * Low start V7- Start low with the big scoop on the arête and up into the above problem. Steve Baskerville 

 

 

 

 

The author on Welcome to Barbados V2, with the low start 
marked 



3- ** V0 High wall starting from jugs. Lee Cujes 

 
 

4- ** Super Pumpy V3- Surprisingly good. Start way down at the bottom of the little cave (WAY down, on the 
little boulder wedged in there (A on the picture below). Up into the above problem. Can also be started a 
little higher as a V2 at B) Steve Baskerville

 

 

 

 

 

Tristan Baskerville on problem 3 V0 

The variant start to problem 4 is also 
marked. 

Tristan Baskerville on 
Super Pumpy V3 with 
both starts marked. 



5- *** Sea Side Slopes One V3- Classic, starting with low sidepull for RH and sloper for left. Up via slopers to big 
pocket and a thought provoking, but easy mantle. Steve Baskerville 

 
 

6- * V6 – Start as for problem 5 but move up and R to finish on featured rib of holds. Steve Baskerville  
7- * Low Start V6 – Start off low slopes and up into problem 5. Brendon Abernathy 

 
 

8- *** Sea Side Slopes Two V5 – Start crouched with slopers. Move left to big pinch and then blast back right 
via more slopers to join problem 5 at the top. Steve Baskerville 

 

Marissa Land on the start of Sea 
Side Slopers One V3.  

This is the start for problems 5 
and 6. 

Brendon Abernathy on 
the low start V6 to Sea 
Side Slopes One. 

The author on the start of Sea Side 
Slopes Two V5.  

This is the start for problems 8, 9 and 
10. 



9- *** Brendon’s Super Line  V7+ - Start as for problem 8 and then traverse left to the cool line of holds. Up this 
committing line to the top, with a high, scary crux. An outstanding problem. Brendon Abernathy 

10- * Nick’s Traverse V7 – Start as for problem 8 and then after doing the first few moves traverse back R to 
finish up the easy section just L of the big crack. Nick Larsen 

11- * V5 - Sit start with RH sloper and LH sidepull. Up and L to finish. Steve Baskerville. 
12- *V4 - Sit start and then up to the right. Steve Baskerville 

 
13- V0 - Easy crack 
14-  V0 - Easy wall 
15- V5? – Stupid… really stupid. But fun. Mantle, starting on the sloping LH end of the tiny boulder. Spenser Tang 

Smith 

  

Lee Cujes on problem 12 V4. 
This is also the start for 
problem 11. 



The Fat Cave 

A great cave with some amazing features. The two classic lines of Holy Matrimony and Steve Obesity are worth the 
trip alone. Check the pockets for little micro-bats before climbing.  

 

1- *** Holy Matrimony V9 – Start at the bottom of the big flake deep in the cave. Up and out via cool pockets 
and edges. Cave classic and also the hardest established problem at Bowen. Spenser Tang Smith 

2- ** Steve Obesity V8 – Start as above problem and then follow the line of pockets across the roof to a tricky 
crux. Out the cave via jugs to a committing mantle. Nick Larsen 

3- * V3 – From the middle of the roof in a sitting position. Traverse left and low via good holds, but less than 
perfect rock. Can also be started at the flake further right. Spenser Tang-Smith 

 

 

 

The author, desperate to avoid the 
mantle, made two fairly gimmicky 
contributions to the cave that both 
finish at the base of the big flake: 

4- Fudge Boy Nick the Pudgy Oompa 
Loompa V5 – Start in the middle of the 
cave sitting. A big move out to the line 
of pockets in the middle of the roof 
then R to flake. Steve Baskerville 

5- * Steve Obesity in Reverse V7 – As 
the name suggests, starting in the big 
pocket. Crux getting established in the 
line of pockets in the middle of the roof 
and then R to the flake. Steve 
Baskerville 



The Wall of Certain Death Area 

Great collection of problems with a few hard projects still to go. Rock can sometimes be a little sharp in this area. I 
have only included the better problems and have broken this part of the guide into several boulders. 

 

  

 

Jump Project Area 

 

Wall of Certain Death Area 
 

Warm up Boulder 

 

 

 

 

 

Beach Side Area 



  

Beach Side Area: 

1- * V7 – Sit start on the undercling and blast up. Steve Baskerville 

 

2- V3 – Variant to the above problem. Use the big block for your feet. Steve Baskerville 
3- ** V5 – Sit start and up the cool features. Dan the Man 

 
 
There are plenty of other fun problems that have been done in this area. 
 

  



Warm Up Boulder 
 
A great little boulder with plenty of variations and other fun little problems on and surrounding it. 
 

 
 
1- ** V2 – Classic sit start. (Photo below shoes Phil and Paul on the same move of this problem) 

                            

2- * V6 – Pumpy traverse starting from the sit start and then going right on a series of slopey features. 
Finishes up the obvious juggy arête that is on the opposite side of the boulder to the start of the 
problem. Nick Larsen 

3- V6/7 – Hard one to describe. The same areate as problem 2 finishes on. Start low with a small 
chockstone for feet. Pull on with two desperate sloper sidepulls and throw for the big jug. Steve 
Baskerville 
 
The above arête can also be done as a nice stand start at V0.  
 

4- V0 – Stand start and mantle. 

 



 

The Wall of Certain Death Area 

The Wall of Certain Death is a Bowen Classic. You will need lots of pads to protect against the jumbled boulders 
below.  

 

1- *** The Wall of Certain Death V2 – As classic as they come. Very high and scary. Up the arête to the steep 
wall and out the overhang on amazing jugs to a lip crux. Bring lots of pads and be aware that if you fall off 
this problem you could be seriously hurt. Steve Baskerville 

2- * V1 – Starting on the upper level pull out onto the steep wall and up big jugs. Again, a dangerous  problem. 
Nathan? 

3- * V3 – Sit start and up the wall. Be careful of the rock up high. 
4- * Underbelly V3 – Sit start and then traverse R staying low to finish on the RH end of the big flake. Steve 

Baskerville 
5- V7 – Start sitting below the big flake on two tiny crimps. Pull on and throw for jug. Steve Baskerville 
6- ** V5 Start at the big jugs at the base of the little corner. Blast out to the arête and pocket and up the high 

wall. Spenser Tang Smith 
 

                                                                              
 
 

Right: Spenser on the first 
ascent of problem 6 V5 



 
The Jump Project Area 
 
Plenty of other roblems have been completed in the boulders uphill of this area, but also plenty of projects 
still to go. 
 

 
 
1- The Jump Project – Still uncompleted. Grab edge and jump. Up via bad slopers as demonstrated by 

Brendon in the photo above. 
2- * V0 – Fun high problem. 
3- ** V5 – Sit start and desperate mantle. 
4- * Assorted problems between V0 – V4. Lots of short sit starts, traverses and eliminates. Fun. 
5- ** Classic Wall V2 – Up the obvious cool features. 

  
 
 

  



The Bat Cave 
 
Home to the ultimate Bowen problem? Fantastic cave but can get a bit slimy in hot and humid weather. 
Also, sometimes the holds need to be cleaned from the sea salt spray.  
 

 
 
1- *** Kendra’s Roof V7 – Classic roof climbing following the obvious line and finishing on the 

mushroom. Spenser Tang Smith 
2- * Moonbo Roof V5 –Original problem. Start at 3 for a little less pump (V4). Steve Baskerville 
4-   * Moonbo Roof variant V5 – Start a little left on edges. Steve Baskerville 
5-   *** Ultimate Bowen Project V10? – The extension to Kendra’s roof, continuing past the mushroom 
via a roof crux and then up a desperate slab above the terrifying drop away landing. Remarkably, 
Spenser fell off the top slab on his last attempt of his last visit… Photo below shows Spenser entering the 
crux. 

 

 



The Nude Beach Area 

It is a nude beach, but it is rarely occupied. Some great problems, only the best of which have been included. 

 

 

 



1- ** Classic Traverse V2 – Start at the very back of the boulder and traverse R around the boulder, with a 
pumpy (and sometimes a little grainy) finish. Steve Baskerville 

2- * Mantle V2 – Start low and up to tricky mantle. Cuan 
3- ** Pockets V5 – Sit start and up via big moves to the break. Drop off from there (top out has not been 

completed to my knowledge). Can also be done as a stand start. Nick Larsen (Stand by Nathan). 

 
 
The next two problems are on the further around on the pockets boulder. 
 

4- * Nick’s Stolen Roof V8 – Start at the base of the roof on a big jug and out to the big jug on lip. Drop off here, 
although it could be linked into problem 5. Nick Larsen on the first ascent in the photo below. 

 
5- * V4 Continues where the last problem left off. From the jug and up. Be very careful of the rock up high (and 

it is high!) 
 

 
 



Fat Boy Boulder: 
 

 
 

6- * Police State V4 – Start on the two slopers and move R to arête. Steve Baskerville 
7- * V0 – Sit start and up. Any number of variations. All fun. 
8- ** Fat Boy Steve V7 – Start way left and traverse all the way to join Police State. Nick Larsen 

Hidden Gems: 

9- ** Dark Alley V7 – Cool blank arête deep in amongst the boulders. Brendon Abernathy on the first ascent in 
the photo below. 

 
 

10- *** V2 – Steep wall with cool feature. Steve Baskerville   

              



Tidal Boulders at Murray Bay 

Another great area but avoid high tide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1- *** V1 – From sit start. Classic. 
2- * V1 – Start as for 1 and traverse across the line of underclings into 3. 
3- * V0 – Sit start. Fun. 
4- * V2 – Arete from stand.  
5- Gritstone slab V0 – Slab with bad landing. Lee Cujes 
6- ** Hit from Behind V7 – Steep sit start with big moves. Brendon Abernathy on the first ascent in the photo 

below. 

 
7- * V5 – Arete with cool sloper, starting from good hold. Lee Cujes. (Brendon also did a lower start with the 

pocket) 
8- * V4 – Start with sloper and traverse left to good holds. 

 

 



 

9- * V0 Sit start with big holds. Lots of variations 
10- * Flakes Away V5 – Low start from good flake. Nick Larsen (The Author in the photo below) 

 

11- Bread sloper V2 – Sit start from the sloper. Up and left. Short problem. Steve Baskerville 
12- * V2 – Start down left with the crack and a sloper. Up and right. Steve Baskerville on the first ascent in the 

photo below. 

 


